Abstract-Model predictive sampled-data control of constrained, linear, time-invariant, continuous-time plants is considered. The time-discretization of the prediction horizon may be nonlinear, in order to reduce the computational complexity of online MPC methods by lowering the number of optimization variables for a given prediction horizon length. The main contribution of this paper is to propose two closed-loop performance measures in order to evaluate the salient performance properties of non-linearly time-discretized prediction horizons. A numerical motivating example comparing two prediction horizon time-discretizations with an order of magnitude difference in the number of optimization variables is discussed, and subsequently the results of a sensitivity analysis of the two proposed performance measures with respect to the prediction horizon time-discretization are presented. The use of nonlinearly time-discretized prediction horizons is also shown to be relevant for complexity reduction in offline MPC strategies.
I. INTRODUCTION Model Predictive Control (MPC) of constrained, linear
plants is usually considered in a discrete-time setting, even for continuous-time plants [1] [2] . This has proven successful, with good results on stability [3] , optimality [3] , robustness [4] , to name a few issues, obtained. For linear systems with quadratic performance index, linearly constrained, time-discretized optimization is reduced into a QuadraticProgramming (QP) problem [2] . Online MPC methods solve the QP problem online, at every time-step. The computational complexity of the QP problem limits this to slow and/or low dimensional systems. Alternatively, offline MPC methods move the computational burden associated with the QP problem offline, by pre-computation of a MultiParametric QP (MP-QP) problem [5] . Online computation is then only required to identify the feedback law appropriate for the current state on a Piecewise-Affine (PWA) partition, and the subsequent function evaluation. Computational complexity in identifying the current region limits offline MPC methods to systems with a suitably simple PWA map [6] [7] .
In discrete-time MPC the prediction horizon is usually linearly time-discretized according to the implemented system's fixed sample-period. However, only the first predicted sample-period must correspond to the actual system's step-size (hardware issue). The prediction horizon timediscretization beyond the first step only affects the controller (software issue). While retaining long prediction horizons to ensure good performance, it is possible to reduce the QP problem complexity by optimizing a smaller number of prediction steps, resulting in a non-linearly time-discretized prediction horizon. A common approach is move-blocking [8] [9] , where predicted control input trajectories are parameterized by input trajectories of lesser degree of freedom, in which predicted control inputs are held constant, 'blocked', over multiple predicted sample-periods. Reducing the degrees of freedom in the parameterized input trajectory reduces the QP problem complexity, however "it is important to choose the number of parameters large enough to get acceptable results", as pointed out in [9] . However, to the authors' knowledge no mention has been made about how to design the blocking strategy, for a fixed number of parameters, i.e. how to decide where to allow the predicted input trajectory to switch between piecewise constant 'blocks'.
The authors are currently investigating the optimal timediscretization problem of placing a fixed number of switching instants (predicted sample-points) within a fixed prediction horizon. The method differentiates itself from move-blocking in that predicted sample-periods are not restricted to being integer multiples of the system step-size. The framework of sampled-data control is employed to perform MPC with nonlinearly time-discretized prediction horizons based on the continuous-time cost (Sec. II) [10] .
The main contribution of this paper is to propose a rigorous way to characterize and compare the control performance of differently time-discretized prediction horizons. The approach taken in for example [9] is to use a single performance criterion, and quantify the blocking strategy's performance by the error of the control input of the reduced degree of freedom input trajectory with respect to the full degree of freedom solution, assuming that the latter is infinite-time optimal. Ensuring infinite-time optimality of the full degree of freedom solution requires various assumptions and constraints, which restrict the class of finitehorizon optimal control problems used in MPC optimization. Therefore a more general performance criterion based on the infinite-time closed-loop trajectory cost of the system as a whole is proposed. Furthermore, the authors deem a single performance criterion to be insufficient for capturing the salient aspects of constrained closed-loop performance. Therefore two performance measures are proposed (Sec. III), the first one based on the feasibility property of the open-loop optimization problem, the second on the infinite-time closedloop trajectory cost of the system. This approach differentiates itself from [10] , where a single criterion was used to characterize the performance of unconstrained systems based on the infinite-time closed-loop trajectory cost alone.
A numerical example (Sec. IV) illustrates the use and need of the two proposed performance measures, demonstrates that online MPC with a greatly reduced QP problem can offer excellent performance, and shows that manipulating the prediction horizon time-discretization heavily affects the MPC performance at constant QP problem complexity. It is further shown that the reduced QP problem can offer substantial complexity reduction for offline MPC also.
Notation: I and 0 denote identity and zero matrices, with dimension deemed obvious by context. Real number and integer sets are denoted by R and Z respectively (R + , N: strictly positive. R 0 , N 0 : non-negative). A T denotes the transpose of a matrix
. ∂X denotes the boundary and V (X) ≡ X dx the volume of a closed set X.
II. CONSTRAINED SAMPLED-DATA MPC

A. Constrained Linear Sampled-Data System
A linear, time-invariant, continuous-time system
on time t ∈ R, with state matrix
for any two consecutive samplepoints {t i , t i+1 } is called a constrained, linear, sampled-data system. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of such a system. Sampler and holder are assumed ideal and synchronized.
Constraint sets X and U are assumed to be closed, bounded, non-empty polytopes containing the origin in their interior:
B. Sampled-Data Finite-Horizon Optimal Control Problem
MPC is not a unique control strategy, but the concept of applying the first step of a predicted optimal open-loop control input trajectory in a receding horizon manner. The control problem solved to predict this optimal control input trajectory is the main difference between one MPC strategy and another. Here, a sampled-data finite-horizon optimal control problem with quadratic performance index is used.
Let i ∈ Z denote a system's actual step index, while k ∈ N 0 denotes the (i + k) th step as predicted from actual step i. Thus, ψ (i,k) denotes the value of variable ψ at step i + k, as predicted from step i. For compact notation ψ (i,0) ≡ ψ i .
Prediction Problem: For system Σ c of (1), initial time t i , initial state x i , prediction horizon T ∈ R + and a set of N ∈ N arbitrary predicted sample-periods 
Quadratic-Program Formulation: For each predicted sample-period δ k , define the discrete-time system matrices
T , the dynamics on the predicted sample-points t (i,k) can be wholly captured in extended matrix form, by constructing from the A k 's and B k 's the matrices Λ and Φ s.t.
Remembering that the control input is piecewise constant, the single step control input and state costs are respectively given by
The cost function of (3) can then be expressed in extended matrix form withΓ
Minimization of (6) is known as a quadratic program, which must be solved w.r.t. the constraints
where
T . If no constraints are active, corresponding to the unconstrained case U = R m , X = R n , the minimizer of (2) is given explicitly by [11] :
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C. Model Predictive Control Strategy
MPC feedback action is established by applying only the first step of the predicted optimal open-loop control input tra- (2) is then solved anew from progressed initial time t i+1 and evolved initial state x i+1 . Note that in this research the prediction horizon time-discretization Δ ≡ {δ 0 , · · · , δ N −1 } is time-invariant w.r.t. system step i. The closedloop system thus has an actual fixed sample-period of δ 0 .
The optimal control law is thus given as follows:
In the unconstrained case the optimal control law is given simply by time-invariant state-feedback:
If problem (2) is infeasible at state x we write κ (x) = ∅.
III. MPC PERFORMANCE MEASURE
To optimize the prediction horizon time-discretization a suitable MPC performance measure is necessary. Ideally one would use a single absolute performance measure, to provide an unambiguous optimization objective. The approach taken in for example [9] is to evaluate the parameterized input trajectory with respect to the error of the initial control input compared with that of the full-degree of freedom input trajectory. If finite-horizon optimal control problem (2) is equivalent to the infinite-horizon optimal control problem [5] [12] , in that the terminal cost Q f corresponds to the unconstrained LQR cost (by Riccati), and predicted terminal state x (i,N ) is element of an output admissible terminal set [13] [14] , then the solution to finite-horizon optimal control problem (2) is infinite-horizon optimal and measuring the error w.r.t. this trajectory surely seems like a sensible method to quantify the trajectory parameterization's effectiveness. However, the finite-horizon optimal control problems used in MPC come in different flavors [3] , and the full-degree of freedom solution may not provide the best closed-loop performance, in a certain sense [10] .
The objective in this section is to propose two comparative performance measures, evaluating the closed-loop performance of a test system-β against that of a benchmark system-α. The usual way to quantify the closed-loop performance is via the infinite-time closed-loop trajectory cost. However, for constrained systems the notion of feasibility is a more fundamental performance property. Therefore two performance measures are proposed, the first based on the open-loop optimization problem's feasibility property, the second on the closed-loop trajectories' infinite-time cost.
QP (2) subject to constraints (7) can be solved for all initial states x by MP-QP methods [5] . Optimal control law (9) is consequently given by a PWA function of the state;
where S is the number of regions S of the PWA partition. The closedloop system is therefore a PWA system. The comparative performance measures proposed here are suitable for the comparison of more general PWA systems. However, in this paper they are used for performance comparison of different prediction horizon time-discretizations Δ α and Δ β , when applied to the same continuous-time system A c , B c , with same constraint sets X, U, using the same cost matrices Q, R, Q f , same prediction horizon length T , and the two systems are operating at the same sample-period:
The difference between the two systems is only the number and length of predicted sample-periods beyond the first one:
A. Feasibility Performance γ F Definition 1: Let the initially feasible set F 0 be the set of states for which a feasible solution to quadratic program (2) subject to constraints (7) exists: F 0 ≡ {x ∈ R n |κ (x) = ∅}. The initially feasible set is the union of all regions of the PWA partition of the MP-QP solution, and a subset of or equal to the state constraint set: 
Definition 3: Define system-β's feasibility performance measure as:
The feasibility performance measure γ β F quantifies the relative size of the time-invariantly feasible set of test system-β w.r.t. that of benchmark system-α.
B. Cost Performance γ J
Definition 4: Define the infinite-horizon running cost from initial state x of system Σ c of (1) under optimal control law (9) , with state and input cost matricesQ ∈ R n×n ,Q =Q
Definition 5: Define the common time-invariantly feasible set:
It seems sensible to only compare the cost of trajectories starting from initial states common to both systems' timeinvariantly feasible set: x ∈ F α,β ∞ . If some kind of trajectory cost averaging where performed for each system over its entire time-invariantly feasible set in turn, then misleading results would be obtained if the size of these sets where different. Even if the size where the same, but the sets were not, comparing the cost performance of trajectories starting from different initial states is not meaningful.
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Definition 6: Define system-β's cost performance measure:
The cost performance measure γ β J quantifies the ratio of the infinite-time closed-loop trajectory cost of test system-β w.r.t. that of benchmark system-α, over the entire set of common time-invariantly feasible initial states F α,β ∞ .
C. Computation of γ F and γ J
The time-invariantly feasible set F ∞ of a PWA system, its volume V (F ∞ ) and the common time-invariantly feasible set of two or more systems can be computed easily using Matlab with the Multi-Parametric-Toolbox (MPT) [15] [16] [17] . Feasibility performance measure (11) can therefore be computed straight-forwardly with readily available tools. However, in order to compute cost performance measure (13) the infinitehorizon running cost J ∞ (x) is required ∀x ∈ F α,β ∞ . The infinite-horizon running cost is commonly evaluated at a finite set of points, via simulation [7] [8] [18] . This quickly becomes time-consuming for the large number of points required to compute it to a high level of accuracy.
In this paper a novel approach is proposed. The proposed algorithm performs a reverse reachability analysis of the piecewise-affine, closed-loop system as a whole, one step at time, starting from the region containing the origin. At each iteration ι, the sets of states which can reach the origin-region in exactly ι steps are located, and a piecewise-quadratic, infinite-horizon running cost function is constructed on these sets. Every region of the piecewise-quadratic partition is polytopic. The algorithm takes into account discrete switching form arbitrary regions. After the piecewise-quadratic, infinite-horizon cost function has been constructed it can be integrated numerically, to a high degree of accuracy, easily and quickly. The numerical examples featured in this paper all have a state dimension n = 2. In this case, arbitrary polytopes can be triangulated, and the integration of the quadratic cost function over the triangle performed analytically. The evaluation of γ J is therefore very precise.
For brevity only the outline is explained. The single-step cost of the closed-loop system is given by
with sampled-data cost matrixΓ ≡ δ0 0 Λ T (σ)QΛ(σ)dσ, Λ (σ) from (5) andQ ≡ diag{Q,R}. The optimal augmented state is given bỹ
if x i ∈ S s . Substituting (15) into (14) results in a piecewisequadratic, single-step closed-loop cost function:
Assume the origin to be located in region S 1 . In this region no constraints of (7) are active. The closed-loop trajectory evolves according to
and the single-step closed-loop cost is given byx
. Assume the region S 1 to be positively invariant, i.e. ∀x 0 ∈ S 1 x i =Â i x 0 ∈ S 1 ∀i ∈ N (see [5] ). This is the case if optimal control law (9) is stabilizing 1 . The infinite-horizon running cost is therefore given by a quadratic function
whereH 1 is the solution of the discrete Lyapunov equation
Next, consider a region of the piecewise affine partition S j ≡ {x ∈ R n |G j x W j }, and another polytopic region Ω ≡ {x ∈ R n |G ω x W ω }. Assume that the infinite-horizon running cost of a state x ∈ Ω is given as follows:
Then, the set of all states x i ∈ S j such that x i+1 ∈ Ω is characterized by
and the infinite-horizon running cost for a state x i ∈ Ψ, Ψ ≡ {x ∈ R n |G ψ x W ψ } is given as follows:
At iteration ι = 1 the algorithm locates the sets of states X {s,1} ⊆ S s ∀s ∈ {2, · · · , S}, which denote the subsets of each region S s which can reach the origin-region S 1 in one step. At iteration ι = 2 the algorithm locates the sets of states X {ŝ,s,1} ⊆ S s ∀ŝ, s ∈ {2, · · · , S}, which denote the subsets of each region S s which can reach the origin-region S 1 in two steps. The algorithm continues in this manner, locating all states which can reach the origin-region in the same number of steps as the current iteration number. If the algorithm terminates then the union of all regions X {·} corresponds to the time-invariantly feasible set F ∞ . The algorithm is not guaranteed to terminate. In all cases considered in the numerical example the algorithm terminated.
Associated with each region X {·} is a quadratic function, corresponding to the infinite-horizon running cost. Available explicitly, this quadratic function can be integrated numerically over its polytopic region. In the forthcoming numerical case study however it was integrated analytically in order to determine the cost performance measure γ J of (13). 
IV. NUMERICAL CASE-STUDY
A. Plant and Constraints
The double integrator plant is considered, with dynamics given by (1) with
cost matrices
Q =Q = I, R =R = I and Q f = P , where P solves an appropriately defined Riccati equation, corresponding to the unconstrained sampled-data LQR cost. The constraint sets
and prediction horizon length T = 10s were chosen.
B. Motivating Example
Prediction Horizon Time-Discretization: As benchmark system-α the linearly time-discretized prediction horizon with N α = 100 prediction steps was chosen:
The prediction horizon was chosen long enough for finite-horizon optimization (2) to correspond to the infinite-horizon optimization in this case [12] . As test system-β the non-linearly time-discretized prediction horizon with N β = 10 prediction steps and δ Figs. 2 and 3 show the same state constraint set X, for benchmark system-α and test system-β, respectively. In Fig. 3 , the lighter, outside area is the PWA partition with S β = 5 regions, corresponding to F β 0 . The darker, inside area is the time-invariantly feasible set F β ∞ . These two sets are not distinguishable for benchmark system-α in Fig. 2 , because they are the same: 
Results and Discussion:
Numerical results are tabulated in Table 1 . The second column lists the feasibility performance measure (11) . γ α F = 1 by definition, as system-α is the benchmark system. Within the limits of believable numerical accuracy γ β F = 1 also, indicating that the size of the time-invariantly feasible sets of each system is the same:
. Nothing has been said about the position of these sets, although looking at Figs. 2 and 3 it seems they are virtually the same. Noting that the boundary of the time-invariantly feasible sets not on the boundary of the state constraint set, ∂F ∞ \∂X, for both system-α and system-β are determined by the same input constraints, it can be concluded that the time-invariantly feasible sets must be the same: The third column lists the cost performance measure (13). Again, γ α J = 1 by definition, as system-α is the benchmark system. The value of γ β J indicates that on average test system-β's infinite-horizon running cost over the common time-invariantly feasible set F α,β
The fourth column lists the number of regions forming the PWA partition. While these values are irrelevant for online MPC, they indicate that non-linear prediction horizon timediscretization can provide powerful complexity reduction for offline MPC strategies also.
C. Non-Linear Time-Discretization Schemes
Four non-linear prediction horizon time-discretization schemes are defined below, each reducing the parameterization of a prediction horizon of length T and N prediction steps from N − 1 degrees of freedom to just a single degree TuA12.6 of freedom. Instead of choosing the set of predicted sampleperiods Δ ≡ {δ 0 , · · · , δ N −1 } arbitrarily (N − 1 predicted sample-periods can be arbitrarily assigned, which fixes the N th one for fixed T ), using the time-discretization schemes allows to set the entire time-discretization by choosing only a single tuning parameter. As the tuning parameter for each scheme affects the time-discretization differently it is convenient to interpret the tuning parameter as a function of the first predicted sample-period δ 0 . Then, by using the schemes the entire prediction horizon time-discretization can thus be defined by setting the system step-size δ 0 only.
The use of such schemes was chosen to allow more straightforward performance sensitivity analysis, and subsequent presentation of the results.
Note that defining the time-discretization schemes in terms of predicted sample-points t (i,k) or predicted sample-periods δ k is equivalent: t (i,k+1) = t (i,k) + δ k . As the timediscretization is time-invariant w.r.t system step i, in the timediscretization schemes' definition it is assumed that t i = 0.
Power Scheme: Predicted sample-points are expressed by
with tuning parameter a > 0. The linearly spaced case is provided by a = 1. As a function of system step-size:
Interest Scheme: Predicted sample-points are expressed by Pseudo-Linear Scheme: Predicted sample-periods are given by: 
D. Linear Time-Discretization Benchmark
As the benchmark system-α to compare the above nonlinear time-discretization schemes against, the linearly timediscretized prediction horizon is used. In this case, for a prediction horizon length T and initial predicted sampleperiod δ 0 , the number of prediction steps is
The first N L − 1 prediction steps have the same length
exactly. It is assumed that the effect of the slight difference in final prediction step length δ N L −1 is negligible. Interestingly, the feasibility performance is affected mostly over the region 0 < δ 0 < 1, and roughly to the same degree, regardless of the number of predictions steps N .
E. Feasibility Performance Sensitivity
These results indicate that the number of prediction steps N has very little effect on the worst case feasibility performance measure γ F . The most influential factor is the choice of system step-size δ 0 . However, for a fixed number of prediction steps N (constant QP problem complexity), and fixed system step-size δ 0 , the choice of prediction horizon time-discretization Δ is very important in achieving the best possible feasibility performance. Fig. 7 shows the variation with initial predicted sampleperiod δ 0 of the average infinite-horizon running cost of benchmark system-α, evaluated over system-α's entire timeinvariantly feasible set:
F. Cost Performance Sensitivity
As expected, the average infinite-horizon running cost heavily depends on the choice of system sample-period δ 0 , increasing for an increase in sample-period. time-discretization scheme (Power (dotted), Interest (dashdotted), Exponential (solid), Pseudo-Linear (dashed)). For the case N = 2 there is no difference between the non-linear prediction horizon time-discretizations schemes, so only one trace is visible. Again, each sub-plot has a different scale on the horizontal axis, and only the values of δ 0 up to the linearly time-discretized equivalent are plotted, as these are the cases of practical interest. Again, due to excessive complexity the computation was not performed for very small values of δ 0 < 0.09s.
For all numbers of prediction steps N ∈ {2, 3, 4, 10} and choice of non-linear prediction horizon time-discretization scheme, reducing the system sample-period δ 0 causes the cost performance measure γ J to increase, in general. This behavior is by no means monotonic. As may be expected, a larger number of prediction steps offers better cost performance. However, the sensitivity to the non-linear timediscretization scheme seems to increase for an increase in prediction steps N . The Pseudo-Linear scheme fares the worst for all values of N , but for N = 10 the difference between the Pseudo-Linear and other schemes is the greatest.
It is interesting to note that when N ∈ {4, 10}, the Power (dotted) and Interest scheme (dash-dotted) can be used for very small values of system sample-period δ 0 with only very small degradation of the cost performance.
These results indicate that, in contrast to the feasibility performance, at constant system sample-period δ 0 and nonlinear time-discretization scheme, the choice of the number of prediction steps N also influences the worst case cost performance to a great extent, particularly so for the low number of prediction steps investigated in this case study. While the scale of the cost performance measure decreases rapidly for increasing number of prediction steps N , for a small number of prediction steps the difference in cost performance measure is orders of magnitude larger than the feasibility performance measure. However, similarly to the feasibility performance, the choice of system sample-period δ 0 heavily affects the achievable cost performance. Furthermore, for a fixed number of prediction steps N (constant QP problem complexity) and choice of system sample-period δ 0 , the choice of prediction horizon time-discretization Δ is crucial in achieving the best possible cost performance.
V. CONCLUSION A rigorous way to compare the closed-loop performance of two MPC control laws for constrained, linear plants was suggested. Two performance measures and a method to compute them accurately were proposed. Use of these performance measures was demonstrated via the problem of optimally choosing the prediction horizon time-discretization.
In future work the optimal non-linear prediction horizon time-discretization Δ * will be considered. Emphasis will be placed on optimization w.r.t. the cost performance measure γ J . This is because the feasibility performance on average shows lower sensitivity to prediction horizon time-discretization than the cost performance. Furthermore, optimization w.r.t. the number of regions S in the PWA partition is not relevant for online MPC methods.
